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Introduction
Mapping the assessment tool using an evidence matrix is an essential step in the
development process of an assessment tool. Mapping helps assessment tool
developers check that the assessment tool addresses the whole unit
standard.
Mapping provides evidence of the content validity of the tool
Process of mapping evidence requirements
Generally, mapping is undertaken in the development of the assessment tool. In Fact
Sheet #2 Assessment Tools, 4 stages are outlined in the development process. It is at
Stage 3 that mapping of the assessment using an evidence matrix occurs.

Mapping can occur as
each assessment method (such as role play) is being
developed into an assessment task, or it can be undertaken once the first draft of the
assessment task is completed.

Mapping involves aligning each step and required evidence of the assessment tasks
to the key aspects of the unit standard.
There is no right way or wrong way to undertake mapping of the assessment. How the
steps and evidence requirements are documented and mapped can vary from HEI
to HEI.
The level of detail of an evidence matrix may
vary depending on the level of risk
embedded in the unit. In some instances, it may not be necessary to map every step
or every point of evidence (moderate mapping) but provide broad mapping to the
method or overarching task. On the other hand, more detail ed mapping would be
required to make each step and each evidence requirement for units related to such
things as occupational health and safety, nursing, use of machinery.
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Completing and reviewing the mapping
Once the initial mapping is complete, the assessment tool developers need to review
the findings to further adjust to assessment tool to ensure complete coverage of the
unit standard.
Questions to consider:
1. Are the skills only addressed through a non -practical assessment, e.g., theory
test? This means that the skills to be dem onstrated, in a competency -based
environment, were not demonstrated through a practical task.
2. Are there any gaps in coverage? This means that the whole assessment tool
does not cover all the aspects of the unit standard.
3. Are aspects of the unit standard only covered once? How does this fit with the
definition of competence and confirming that there is more than one piece of
evidence to be able to triangulate the evidence?
4. Does the assessment tool provide sufficient information about the context for
assessment to ensure that the range statement is met?
5. Are learning activities mapped? Learning activities are part of the learning
experience and are not valid evidence for assessment. They should not be
included in assessment mapping.
Any identified gaps require the assessment tool developer to make adjustments to the
assessment tool to ensure that all requirements are met.
Important note
For the graduate profile, there is no expectation that units or unit assessment tools will
address all aspects of the graduate profile.
For the different sections of the unit specifications, it is expected that the whole
assessment tool (group of assessment tasks) will cover all aspects of the unit. If an
assessment tool covers a cluster of units th
en the mapping will demonstrate this
coverage.
Template
In Appendix 1 a suggested template has been provided to HEIs to assist assessment
teams in mapping their assessment tools. This is not a prescribed document. HEIs can
adapt this template to suit their own needs.
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Related documents
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• Fact Sheet 2: Assessment tools
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• Assessment tool templates
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APPENDIX 1: ASSESSMENT MAPPING TEMPLATE
Below is a suggested template to assist HEI assessment teams in mapping their
assessment tools. HEIs can adapt this template to suit their own needs. This is not a
prescribed document.
Instructions for completing the template
1. The left-hand column will include the information taken from the unit
specifications, in the accredited qualification document. Copy this information
into the template.
2. Identify each task from the assessment tool. For each task, depending on the
method, identify the step (project), observable behaviour (demonstration),
question number (test) or quality indicator (required expectation) and
determine what aspects of the unit that it addresses.
Enter this detail against the relevant item. Be specific, e.g., which question
number, observable behaviour number, step number, or quality indicator
number?
3. For the range statements, check within the assessment tool (maybe in the
context, instructions, the tasks itself or the expected response) for where the
range is covered. Again, be specific.
Unit Code

Unit Name:
Task 1: XYZ

Graduate profile
1
2
3
4
5

Task 2: XYZ

Task 3: XYZ

Skills and Knowledge required1
Skills
Skill identified
Skill identified
Skill identified
Knowledge
Knowledge identified
Knowledge identified
Knowledge identified
Learning outcomes
L/O 1
Evidence requirement 1
Evidence requirement 2

Unit Code

Unit Name:
Task 1: XYZ

Task 2: XYZ

Task 3: XYZ

Where is the
range or
aspects of the
range
covered? If it
isn’t, write NIL

Where is the
range or
aspects of the
range
covered? If it
isn’t, write NIL

Where is the
range or
aspects of the
range
covered? If it
isn’t, write NIL

Evidence requirement 3
Evidence requirement 4
L/O 2
Evidence requirement 1
Evidence requirement 2
Evidence requirement 3
Evidence requirement 4
L/O 3
Evidence requirement 1
Evidence requirement 2
Evidence requirement 3
Evidence requirement 4
Range
Insert here specific text from the
unit.

1

New unit standards will have required skills and knowledge listed. Delete this section if not relevant.

Insert here specific text from the
unit.

As above

As above

As above

Insert here specific text from the
unit.

As above

As above

As above

